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INTRODUCTION 
Permutations can be used to solve word jumble problems. If a user provides a series of jumbled letters, all 
permutations of the letters can be generated and then checked to see if they exist in a dictionary. The 
permutations appearing in the dictionary are printed as solutions to the puzzle. For example:
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THE ALGORITHM 
Given a series of jumbled letters, deriving all permutations of the letters is the first step in unscrambling 
the word. Once the permutations have been derived, each can be tested by searching for its existence  in 
a dictionary. If the permutation exists in the dictionary, it is printed out. 

Most Unix-based systems have a dictionary of some sort. On OSX, the dictionary is a text file:

! /usr/share/dict/words

containing 234,936 words. 

The first task is dealing with the dictionary. In order to search the dictionary, it is necessary to have access 
to the words in the dictionary. This can be achieved in a number of ways:

1. Read in the words and store them in an ordered tree data structure - this allows for quick and 
efficient searching of the words.

2. Read in the words and store them in a simple data structure such as a 2D string.
3. Traverse the words in the dictionary file each time a permutation is tested.

For the purposes of this task, method 2 seems the most appropriate, although words stored in the 2D 
string will be restricted to dictionary entries four characters in length.

Once the dictionary has been stored in the 2D string, then a function can be derived to determine if a 
particular permutation is a valid word. This involves the brute force approach of checking the permutation 
against each string from the dictionary.
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STORING THE DICTIONARY 
The first task involving with storing the dictionary is to create an appropriate structure. As there are 
234,936 words in the dictionary, this will be over-engineered (as there are only 5,110 4-character words).

! #define maxWRD 234936

! char dict[maxWRD][10];

This creates a 2D string, dict, containing 234,936 strings, each with a maximum length of 9 characters. It 
could become more efficient, but the point is to make it work first. To read the word from the dictionary 
requires the file to be opened. This is achieved in the following manner. First a file pointer is created. This 
will associated a pointer with the physical file, so that anything applied to the pointer will be carried out 
on the physical file.

! FILE *ifp;

Next the file is opened for reading (designated by the “r” flag):

! ifp = fopen(“/usr/share/dict/words”, “r”);

Now a loop can be used to read every word in the file.

! for (i=1; i<=maxWRD; i=i+1)
! {
!
! }

Now add the scanf variant fscanf to read a string from the file associated with ifp, and store it in a 
temporary string word:

! char word[50];

! for (i=1; i<=maxWRD; i=i+1)
! {
!     fscanf(ifp, "%s", word);

! }

Now add the code to only store those words 4 characters in length in dict :

! for (i=1; i<=maxWRD; i=i+1)
! {
!     fscanf(ifp, "%s", word);
!     if (strlen(word) == 4)
!     {    
!         strcpy(dict[j],word);
!         j = j + 1;
!     }
! }

Once the operation is complete, the file must be closed:
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! fclose(ifp);

As a complete piece of code it now looks like:

! char word[50];
! char dict[maxWRD][10];
! int i, j=0;

! FILE *ifp;
! ifp = fopen("/usr/share/dict/words", "r");
! for (i=1; i<=maxWRD; i=i+1)
! {
!     fscanf(ifp, "%s", word);
!     if (strlen(word) == 4)
!     {    
!         strcpy(dict[j],word);
!         j = j + 1;
!     }
! }
    
! fclose(ifp);

This code could be moved to its own function now: build_dict. Below is the function wrapped around the 
code above.

! void build_dict(char dict[maxWRD][10], int *j)
! {
!     char word[50];
!     int i;
!     *j = 0;

!     FILE *ifp;
!     ifp = fopen("/usr/share/dict/words", "r");
!     for (i=1; i<=maxWRD; i=i+1)
!     {
!         fscanf(ifp, "%s", word);
!         if (strlen(word) == 4)
!         {    
!             strcpy(dict[*j],word);
!             *j = *j + 1;
!         }
!     }
    
!     fclose(ifp);
! }
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CHECKING A STRING IN THE DICTIONARY 
The next step involves writing a function, word_exists to determine if a permutation is an actual word in 
the dictionary. The function needs three pieces of information: the string to be searched for, the 
dictionary, and the number of items in the dictionary. It returns true (1) if the word is found and false (0) 
otherwise.

Here is a skeleton for the function. The parameter word, represents the string to be found in the 
dictionary dict, containing n entries.

int word_exists(char word[5], char dict[maxWRD][10], int n)
{
 
    return 0;
}

An int flag variable, found, is created to store the return value true/false. Also a loop index i.

int word_exists(char word[5], char dict[maxWRD][10], int n)
{
    int i, found=0;

    return found;
}

Now a loop is added to cycle through every word stored in dict until a match is found with word. 
Comparisons are made using the function strcmp from the string library string.h. If word matches a 
string in dict, strcmp returns a value of 0. When this happens, the flag found is set to 1, and the loop 
terminates.

int word_exists(char word[5], char dict[maxWRD][10], int n)
{
    int i, found=0;
    for (i=0; i<n; i=i+1)
        if (strcmp(word,dict[i]) == 0)
        {
             found = 1;
             break;
        }
    return found;
}
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MODIFYING permute_word
Now that the function word_exists has been created, the function permute_word from the previous 
pracnique can be modified. Inside the function there is an inner loop:

! for (j=1; j<sL; j=j+1){
!     // display the word
!     printf("%s\n", w);

    !     // swap the 3rd and 4th elements of the word, and display
!     swap(&w[2],&w[3]);
!     printf("%s\n", w);
   !
!     // rotate the original word left: e.g. b:ath pivots to b:t-h-a
!     temp = word[1];
!     word[1] = word[2];
!     word[2] = word[3];
!     word[3] = temp; 
        
!     // make a copy of the word in w
!     strcpy(w,word);
! }

The portions of the loop which print out the permutations can now be modified to search for the 
permuted string in the dictionary, and increment a counter to the number of actual words found.

! for (j=1; j<sL; j=j+1){
!     // search for the word
!     if (word_exists(w,dict,n)){
!         printf("%s\n", w);
!         nvw = nvw + 1;
!     }

    !     // swap the 3rd and 4th elements of the word, and display
!     swap(&w[2],&w[3]);
!     if (word_exists(w,dict,n)){
!         printf("%s\n", w);
!         nvw = nvw + 1;
!     }
   !
!     // rotate the original word left: e.g. b:ath pivots to b:t-h-a
!     temp = word[1];
!     word[1] = word[2];
!     word[2] = word[3];
!     word[3] = temp; 
        
!     // make a copy of the word in w
!     strcpy(w,word);
! }

This leads to some modifications to the functions parameter list and local variables. 
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The new permute_word becomes:

int permute_word(char word[5], char dict[maxWRD][10], int n)
{
    int i,j=1,sL;
    char w[5],temp, nvw=0;

    sL = strlen(word);
    
    for (i=0; i<sL; i=i+1) {
        // make a copy of the word in w
        strcpy(w,word);

        for (j=1; j<sL; j=j+1){
            
            // Search for the string in the dictionary
            if (word_exists(w,dict,n)){
                 printf("%s\n", w);
                 nvw = nvw + 1;
        ! }

    !       // swap the 3rd and 4th elements of the word, and display
            swap(&w[2],&w[3]);
            
            // Search for the string in the dictionary
            if (word_exists(w,dict,n)){
                 printf("%s\n", w);  
                 nvw = nvw + 1;
        ! }
                 
       ! // rotate the original word left: e.g. b:ath pivots to b:t-h-a
            temp = word[1];
            word[1] = word[2];
            word[2] = word[3];
            word[3] = temp; 
        
            // make a copy of the word in w
            strcpy(w,word);
        }

        // rotate the original word left: e.g. bath pivots to a-t-h-b
        temp = word[0];
        word[0] = word[1];
        word[1] = word[2];
        word[2] = word[3];
        word[3] = temp; 
        
        //strcpy(w,word);
    }
    return nvw;
}
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Now that the two functions exist, the main program can be shaped. First the main program will build the 
dictionary storing it in the 2D string dict. The number of strings stored in dict is stored in dLen.

int main(void)
{
    char dict[maxWRD][10];
    int dLen;

    // Build the dictionary from the dictionary file
    build_dict(dict, &dLen);

    return 0;
}

Next the jumbled word is input:

int main(void)
{
    char jumword[5];
    char dict[maxWRD][10];
    int dLen;

    // Build the dictionary from the dictionary file
    build_dict(dict, &dLen);

    printf(“Enter a jumbled word: “);
    scanf(“%s”, jumword);

    return 0;
}
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Now the call to permute_word is made - this is where all the action will take place.

int main(void)
{
    char jumword[5];
    char dict[maxWRD][10];
    int dLen, nvw;

    // Build the dictionary from the dictionary file
    build_dict(dict, &dLen);

    printf(“Enter a jumbled word: “);
    scanf(“%s”, jumword);

    printf("The valid words are:\n");
    nvw = permute_word(jumword,dict,dLen);
    if (nvw == 0)
        printf("there are NO valid words\n");

    return 0;
}
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